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ABSTRACT
In an open MANET, different mobile nodes with different goals share their resources in order to ensure
global connectivity. However, some resources are consumed quickly as the nodes participate in the
network functions. For instance, battery power is considered to be most important in a mobile
environment. An individual mobile node may attempt to benefit from other nodes, but refuse to share its
own resources. Such nodes are called selfish or misbehaving nodes and their behaviour is termed
selfishness or misbehaviour [1]. One of the major sources of energy consumption in the mobile nodes of
MANETs is wireless transmission [2]. A selfish node may refuse to forward data packets for other nodes
in order to conserve its own energy. Selfish nodes (SN) use the network but do not cooperate, saving
battery life for their own communications: they do not intend to directly damage other nodes. This paper
proposes Selfish Avoidance Routing Protocol(SARP) for mobile ad hoc network, which takes into account
the various factors like the residual battery capacity of a node, power consumption in transmitting packet
and the drain rate to increase the battery life of the nodes to overcome the presence of selfish nodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes (hosts) which communicate
with each other via wireless links either directly or relying on other nodes as routers. The
operation of MANETs does not depend on pre-existing infrastructure or base stations. A mobile
node can become a failed node for many reasons, such as moving out of the transmission ranges
of its neighbours, exhausting battery power, malfunctioning in software or hardware, or even
leaving the network. Besides these failed nodes, based on the behaviour, the mobile nodes are
classified into [3], [4],[5]:
• Cooperative Nodes are active in route discovery and packet forwarding, but not in
launching attacks
•
Failed Nodes are not active in route discovery
•
Malicious Nodes are active both in route discovery and launching attacks
Selfish Nodes are active in route discovery, but not in packet forwarding. They tend to drop data
packets of others to save their energy so that they could transmit more of their own packets and
also to reduce the latency of their packets. This type of attack comes under denial-of-service
(DoS) category.
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Selfish nodes, on the other hand, which cooperate during route discovery and defect during
packet forwarding, need to be explored. A behavioural model that could dynamically predict the
level of cooperation extended by the node towards the network functions such as routing,
network monitoring and packet forwarding is therefore, crucial. Selfish nodes, on the other
hand, which cooperate during route discovery and defect during packet forwarding, need to be
explored. In this paper, we design a behavioural model that could dynamically affect the level
of cooperation extended by the node towards the network functions such as routing, network
monitoring and packet forwarding.

Ad hoc networks are multi hop networks. In these networks, energy conservation is the
key not only extend the life of the nodes but also preventing node become selfish in the
network.[6],[7] Enhancing cooperation among nodes is thus, a critical issue in such
networks. In principle, energy conservation can be attempted at different layer of
networking protocols. This work focuses on the network layer.

Conventional routing algorithms ignore residual battery power of nodes. Links between
two nodes are normally established through the shortest path routes. Such algorithm
may result in quick depletion of the battery at those nodes that are common to the
heavily used routes in the network. Sooner or later the node with depleted battery will
be reluctant to participate or withdraw itself in the existing routing which leads to
Denial of Service Selfish attack.
Countermeasures against node misbehaviour and selfishness are mandatory
requirements in mobile ad hoc networks. [8],[9] Selfishness that causes lack of node
activity cannot be solved by classical security means that aim at verifying the
correctness and integrity of an operation. In this paper, we propose selfish avoidance
routing protocol (SARP) which ensure a node with low residual energy and higher
traffic density is not selected for routing. This approach prevents a node become selfish
in near future and enhances cooperation among the nodes of a MANET.The effect of
power consumption and the current traffic density at a node is also captured with the
help of drain rate in our protocol.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section 2 presents proposed model of selfish
avoidance routing protocol. Sections 3 describes example of operation in resource limited ad
hoc network. Section 4 outlines data routing over energy aware path. Scenario study and
simulation environment will be discussed in section 6. Performance evaluation of proposed
routing protocol with AODV, MMBCR was discussed in Section 7. Finally we conclude our
paper.

2.

SELFISH AVOIDANCE ROUTING PROTOCOL (SARP)

SARP is an on demand routing protocol, where routing decisions are made at each hop. The
routes taken by a data packet is based on the cost of routing that packet. The propose cost metric
ensures that a node with low residual battery energy and higher traffic density is not selected for
routing.

2.1 Overview of SARP
The following basic assumptions made in SARP are based on Mobile ad hoc network nodes
characteristics and battery characteristics:
• Each node can estimate its own residual power
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•
•
•

2.2

Each node can estimate how much power is consumed in transmitting a packet
Each node knows its current battery drain rate
A battery recovers some of its lost capacity when allowed to rest between discharges
and in this process; its life is extended due to the charge recovery effect.

Route Selection Cost Metric

All nodes except the destination node calculate their cost, Ci, given by the following equation:

Ci (t ) = P

Fi
DRi
Ri (t )

---------- (1)

Where, P is the power consumed in transmitting a packet, Fi full battery capacity of node i, DRi
is the drain rate of node i which is calculated by Exponential Weighted moving Average
Method. Ri(t) is the remaining battery capacity of node i at time t, and is given by:
Ri (t ) = Ri (t − tl ) + Charge recovered in time t1 ------------------- (2)

Where ti is is the idle time. This cost metric helps in finding the links with least cost nodes, so
that data packets can avoid the nodes with fast depleting batteries. The cost given by this metric
is directionally proportional to the power consumption in routing a packet in a node and
inversely proportional to the normalized residual battery capacities at these nodes. Drain rate
indicates the average energy consumed per unit of time. So nodes with higher traffic densities
(i.e higher drain rate) are avoided during routing.
These are the three basic operations in SARP – Route discovery, data Routing and Route
maintenance, which are described in the following sub sections.

2.3

Route Discovery

SARP is a reactive routing protocol that can construct the route when data transmission is
required. In this protocol a source node broadcasts the Route Request packet (RREQ) to the
entire network, and all the nodes rebroadcast the received RREQ packet immediately. When a
source sends data to a destination whose route is not known, it broadcasts a RREQ along with
its coordinates to its neighbours. It also assigns sequence number to this RREQ packet so as to
differentiate between old and new sessions. The intermediate nodes that have residual energy
greater than threshold (Tc), rebroadcast this packet. This threshold (Tc) is decreased with the
progress of time to ensure that all nodes have their residual battery charge at the same level. The
destination, on receiving a RREQ packet, adds that to its route reply list and broadcasts a Route
Reply packet (RREP). Intermediate nodes act as a cooperative node and forward these RREP
packets towards the source only when their residual energy is greater than threshold (Tc) and the
following distance condition is satisfied; otherwise the node become selfish nodes and RREP
packets are dropped:
d ( Ni, Ns ) ≤ d ( Nj , Ns ) ------------- (3)
d ( Ni , Nd ) ≥ d ( Nj , Nd ) -------------- (4)
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Where d ( Ni, Nj ) is the distance between the pairs of nodes Ni and Nj and Ni, Nj, Ns and Nd are
the current, previous hop, source, and destination nodes, respectively.

2.4

Delay Processing of RREQ

Many Route Request packets(RREQ) are received at the destination node as in the AODV
protocol.[10],[11] The RREQ packet that arrives first is used for the route construction.
Moreover, it is not efficient that all the nodes rebroadcast the RREQ packets in the sensor
network to reduce the consumed power.
In the proposed protocol, each node is involved in the route construction according to the
remaining battery capacity. Each node adjusts the rebroadcast timing of the RREQ packet since
the RREQ packet that arrives first is used to construct the route. The rebroadcast timing is
determined by the remaining battery capacity. Therefore, when the node receives the RREQ
packet from another node, it starts the timer for the rebroadcast of the received RREQ packet by
confirming the remaining battery capacity. The timer duration is set to a large value when the
battery capacity is small. On the contrary, it is set to a small value when the battery capacity is
large. If the rebroadcast of the RREQ packet is delayed, the duration to complete the route
construction process becomes large. However, this delay is sufficiently short to convey the
detected information to the destination node.
The destination, on receiving a RREQ packet, adds that to its route reply list and broadcasts
route Reply packet (RREP), so that all the intermediate can use this information to check the
distance condition. Intermediate nodes forward these RREP packets towards the source only
when their residual energy is greater than threshold value; otherwise the RREP packets are
dropped.

Figure. 1. Route construction of the SARP protocol.
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2.5

Interruption of RREQ rebroadcast

Each node immediately rebroadcasts the RREQ packet in the SARP protocol. However, many
nodes are positioned in ad hoc networks, and the service areas of each node overlap. Therefore,
many RREQ packets are rebroadcast and a considerable amount of the wireless resource is
consumed by these packets if each node rebroadcasts them, as in the AODV protocol.
Moreover, these redundant rebroadcasts cause the node to waste battery power. In the proposed
protocol, until the timer timeout each node interrupts the rebroadcast process of the received
RREQ packet when the same RREQ packet is received. Our protocol can prevent the broadcast
storm problem of the RREQ packets and reduce the power consumed to rebroadcast redundant
RREQ packets.

3. EXAMPLE OF OPERATIONS
Figure 1 is an example of ad hoc network, and the operations in the proposed protocol are
shown in Fig. 2. In the example, the network comprises seven nodes and one destination node.
The value under each node in Fig. 1 indicates the remaining battery capacity. In the proposed
protocol, a node that has a large value of the remaining battery capacity actively constructs the
route.
The operations are follows.
1) Node1 is a source node initiate a route construction process.
2) Node1 broadcasts a RREQ packet to the network to find a route to a destination
node 8.
3) Nodes 2 and 4 that receive the RREQ packet from node 1 set a timer with a duration that
depends on the remaining battery capacity.
4) Node 4 rebroadcasts the RREQ packet in advance since the remaining battery capacity of
sensor node 4 is larger than that of node 2.
5) Node 2 receives the RREQ packet from the node 4 and detects that node 4 retransmits the
RREQ packet in advance. Therefore, it stops the timer and interrupts the rebroadcast of the
RREQ packet.
6) Nodes 3, 5, and 6 that receive the RREQ packet from node 4 set a timer with the same
duration as that of nodes 2 and 4.
7) Node 5 rebroadcasts the RREQ packet in advance since the remaining battery capacity of
node 5 is larger than that of nodes 3 and 6.
8) Nodes 3 and 6 receive the RREQ packet from the node 5 and detect that sensor node 5
retransmit the RREQ packet in advance. Therefore, they stop the timer and interrupt the
rebroadcast of the RREQ packet.
9) The Destination node 8 receives the RREQ packet from node 5 and replies with a route reply
(RREP) packet to sensor node 1. Finally, the route via intermediate nodes 4 and 5 is
constructed.
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Figure. 2. Operations in the SARP protocol.

4

DATA ROUTING

Once a route to the destination is traced, the nodes (including the source) forward the
data packets as per their routing tables, selecting the least cost route. When a source node does
not require a session any more, it signals for the termination of the session by broadcasting a
terminate session (TERM_SESSION) packet. On getting this TERM_SESSION packet, the
intermediate nodes with a matching entry in their routing tables delete that entry from their
tables. Ultimately, when the destination node receives this packet, it removes this session from
its route reply list.
The main improvements of SARP over the other reported routing protocols are:
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•

•
•
•

Global information of the energy of all the nodes in the network is not required to be
transmitted in SARP. All the nodes on the route are aware of their traffic densities and
energy status more accurately. Thus, the nodes with high physical residual energy,
already on some routes, are not preferred in route selection.
Multiple routes are traced during route discovery. They help in providing alternate
connectivity between the source and the destination.
SARP uses a simple intuitive empirical function to capture the charge recovery effect
observed in the batteries of mobile nodes, and the values of the various constants for
different type of batteries are found out using simple experiments.
The dynamic variation of the threshold (Tc) function ensures that all nodes consume
energy, so that they maintain approximately equal energy levels. The node that
consumes its energy too fast will be protected from routing, while others will be
encouraged. In this way, the energy consumption will be balanced in the whole
network.

5. SIMULATION
Simulation Environment

The Qualnet V4.5 network simulator has been used for the simulation studies. Qualnet is a
discrete event simulator, which is capable of simulating various kinds of wired/wireless
networks at different protocol layers..[12],[13] All the simulations were done at the network
layer by using a routing agent plugged on top of the MAC layer agent. The layer above the
routing layer (transport level agent or application itself) calls the routing agent when it has to
send a packet to a given node in the network. It is the job of the routing agent to determine the
next hop for the packet, before it passes the packet down to the MAC layer agent. The MAC
layer protocol used for this study was the IEEE 802.11 protocol with User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) as the underlying transport agent. All data packets were generated using an application
that generates packets at a Constant Bit Rate (CBR). All the nodes used the same packet size of
512 bytes. The power required to transmit and receive a message are a function of the time
required for transmitting and receiving a packet are assumed to be:

Ptxt = ptxxttx
Prec = prx xt rx

Where ptx = 0.6 and p rx =0.3 (assumption) and ttx and t rx represent the time required to transmit
and receive a packet. It can be observed that more the contention, the more will be the time
spent in transmitting/receiving the packets and thus, more the power consumed in transmitting
the packets.
Each simulation experiment was run for a period of 200 seconds. The links among the
nodes were setup and broken at different points of time for varying durations. The connection
setup was done randomly for all the scenarios. The mobility model in ns-2 is based on the
“random waypoint model”[14],[15]. In this model, a node travels at a certain speed in a given
direction for a certain period of time. After that, its pauses at the destination for a given period
of time, and again resumes its journey in another possible direction, and with a different speed.
In this simulation study for mobile networks, the speed chosen was between a minimum value
of 1 m/s and a maximum value of 10 m/s. The pause time varied according to the degree of
mobility required.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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The performance of proposed protocol is evaluated using Qualnet V4.5. Network life, Packet
Delivery Ratio, Average End- to-End Delay, Average remaining battery rate, Active cooperative
nodes rate are used as metrics to compare the performance of SARP with routing protocol
MMBCR,AODV.[16],[17],[18],[19]. Table 2 lists the simulation parameters and environment
used.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Simulator

QualNet v 4.5

Simulation time

50 [h]

Number of nodes

30 nodes, 60 nodes.

Area

200 [m] × 200 [m]

node placement

Random

Node mobility

static (pause time of 300sec),
low (pause time of 100 sec),
medium (pause time of 60 sec)
and high (pause time of 20 sec).

Traffic pattern and load
Data packet size

CBR traffic / at rates of 8kbps
and 56 kbps
512 [byte]

Communication system

IEEE 802.11

Bandwidth

2 [Mbps]

Communication range

50 [m]

Sensing range

20 [m]

Battery capacity

500 [Ah]

Propagation path loss model

free space

Wireless environment

AWGN

Routing protocol

AODV, Proposed routing
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Average remaining battery rate
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Figure.2 Remaining battery capacity rate
Figure 2 shows the average remaining battery capacity rate of the nodes. From the results, the
remaining battery capacity of AODV decreases linearly until 30 [h]. However, it decreases
rapidly from 30 [h]. This is because the nodes near the source nodes consume a large amount of
battery power to forward data packets from a source node which is located far from the
destination node. Therefore, the intermediate nodes far from the destination node cannot find
the route to the destination node immediately. If the route is not found, each node tries to find it
again. As results, many nodes consume a large amount of battery power to find the route to the
destination nodes.
On the contrary, the remaining battery capacity of the proposed method (SARP) decreases
linearly. Because the intermediate node cancels the retransmission of the RREQ packet, if the
intermediate node receives the RREQ packet that it receives. Consequently, a small amount of
battery power is consumed if the route delivery process is tried again. Moreover, the remaining
battery capacity of the MMBCR protocol also decreases linearly. Because some intermediate
nodes with highest battery capacity assist the data packets forwarding to the destination node,
and each node can find the route to the destination nodes easily.

Active Cooperative Node Rate
Figure 3 shows the active cooperative node rate. From the results, the active cooperative node
rate of AODV decreases rapidly from 20[h]. This is because the node consumes a large amount
of battery power to find the route to the destination node. Therefore, many nodes go down even
if the detected events are not arrived at the destination node.
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Figure 3 Active Cooperative Node rate
Meanwhile, the active cooperative node rate of the proposed method (SARP) decreases to 80
[%] at 20 [h] and keeps more than 70 [%]. Because the proposed method cannot find the route
to the destination node from 30 [h]. Therefore, almost intermediate nodes do not consume the
battery power a lot. Additionally, the active cooperative node rate of the MMBCR protocol
decreases with increasing in the simulation time. This is because the intermediate nodes assist to
construct the route to the destination node, almost all nodes can communicate with the
destination node.

Number of route constructions/events

Number of Route Constructions per Events
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
AODV

MMBCR

SARP

Figure 4. Number of Route Constructions
Figure 4 shows the number of route constructions per events. From the results, we can find that
AODV tries to construct the route to the destination node repeatedly. Because AODV may use
the intermediate node with a small amount of remaining battery to constructs route. Therefore,
several route reconstructions are required. On the contrary, our proposed method (SARP)keeps
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the high active cooperative node rate by considering the remaining battery. As a result, our
proposed method can construct the route to the destination node effectively.

Probability of Cooperation Pc

Effect of Node Mobility
1
0.8
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speed=20m/s
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0.2
0
0
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Figure 10 The Effect of Mobility on Probability of Cooperation Pc
To evaluate the impact of node mobility on Pc, we conducted simulations using two different
average speeds: 20 ms [Residence time Tin = 350 sec]and 2 ms[Residence time Tin = 350 sec],
with 10 movement patterns corresponding to each of them. The simulation results are shown in
Figure . 10, in which we can see that the average speed affects Pc considerably, i.e., the higher
the mobility is, and the lower Pc is. To explain this phenomenon, notice the fact that the faster a
node moves, the sooner the node traverses the boundary, yielding a smaller average residence
time Tin . Consequently, Pc is decreased due to the decreased time spent in the network.

7. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, Selfish Avoidance Routing Protocol (SARP) has been developed using a
realistic battery model with view to enhance the lifetime of mobile nodes as well as avoid the
possibility of node become as selfish nodes. The basic idea of the approach is to keep track of
power consumption in routing of packets and recent traffic density at each node, and exploit the
charge recovery effect phenomenon observed in batteries. Route selection is based on a cost
metric, which captures the residual battery capacity and drain rate of mobile nodes in the
network. A low-cost node is one that has high residual battery capacity and low traffic density.
The simulation results show that Network life, Average remaining battery rate, Active
Cooperative Node rate, Number of Route Constructions are achieved in order to prolong
cooperativeness of nodes. However, taking routing decision at each hop may cause some
additional delay in routing.
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